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No Compatibility Problems The DR. HDMI EDID Manager solves all
problems occuring from incompatible EDID data from HDMI
connections because it only forwards the chosen EDID to the source
device. The device is provided with a total of eight EDID modes, two of
which are programmable by the user and a following which is
automatically detecting the EDID of the screen, forwarding it to the
source device. The Latest Generation The DR. HDMI EDID Manager
solves all problems occuring from incompatible EDID data from HDMI
connections because it only forwards the chosen EDID to the source
device. The device is provided with a total of eight EDID modes, two of
which are programmable by the user and a following which is
automatically detecting the EDID of the screen, forwarding it to the
source device. The Latest Generation Our DR. HDMI complies with the
latest HDMI standard - HDMI High Speed. It supports resolutions up to
4K (2160p) and is downward compatible with all former HDMI
specifications. Length Matters Passive HDMI cables can transmit a
1080p signal over a maximum of 15 meters. From this length on, the
loss of signal is too high resulting in static, image interferences or
simply empty sceens. The integrated HDMI repeater within the Dr.

HDMI is a smart HDMI repeater and enhances the maximum cable
length between video source and play back device with an external
power supply at full HDTV resolution to up to 50 meters. Always
Up-to-Date The integrated USB port within the DR. HDMI allows for
firmware updates by the user - new software can therefore always
be implemented and update the device via laptop or PC. The USB
port furthermore acts as power supply for the repeater. Custom-fit,
Durable and Without Losses The highly precise manufactured and
custom-fit 24-carat gold-plated pins guarantee a perfect
transmission and permanently lasting functionality. For Professional
Purposes and Installations The DR. HDMI is manufactured in only the
most modern production facilities and is tested a 100% before
shipping. During the manufacturing process, it undergoes over ten
quality tests, making it the most reliable choice on the market.

• High-quality materials, custom-fit plugs and couplings,
gold-plated pins as well as waiving unnecessary parts, PureInstall
products are a good investment for any field of use.

• AOC - Active Optical Cable: no

Logistics

Number
(pcs)
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cm³

Packaging Unit Carton 50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Packaging Unit Inside 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Packaging Unit Single 1 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Net single without Packaging 0 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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